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Headteachers
Welcome

Welcome to the Autumn edition
of the Abbey manor College
newsletter. Although we have
changed how it is presented,
the quality remains high, and
students continue to participate
in publishing their work, thoughts
and ideas.
The Autumn term was very busy
and exciting, and students started the term positively.
We have continued to collaborate with First Story, and you can
read more about our Writer in
Residence in the words of one
of our many talented students.

The Autumn term saw the
launch of the new website which we hope you find more accessible
and informative. We worked very hard to ensure that it reflects the
true image of the College and what we do. We would welcome your
feedback.
We are excited to introduce a new service; the Assessment Hub,
which provides a bespoke and comprehensive set of diagnostic assessments to ensure students who are referred to Abbey Manor College are placed on a timetable that meets their individual need, or
are referred back to the Local Authority to be placed in a school or
provision who can offer the support they need to ensure successful
educational outcomes.
The College continues to grow and move in the direction of our vision
to instil Hope, Determination and Achievement in all our students.
I hope you enjoy this edition.
Heather Johnston, Headteacher

Influential
Leaders

Written by: Mehmet Topcu
Music Group
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When I think of an influential leader in my life, I only consider musicians given that I am a musician
myself. One of the people I look
up to is Curtis Jackson. Not only is he well-known in the
music industry, but he is a devout businessman as well.
This has shown me that it is possible to defeat the odds
and become one the most powerful and prominent
figures in the world.
Here are some of the reasons why Curtis Jackson is an
inspiration to me:
1) His company Vitamin Water netted him $100M last
year.
2) He runs his own clothing line called G-Unit.
3) He is in the film industry making his own films and TV
Series.
So with the above accomplishments in mind, this has
shown me that the world is my oyster. I will continue
to hold Curtis Jackson as a powerful role model and
reach for the stars myself.

This term we have been working with Professional
MMA Fighter, Michael Page. During the weekly sessions with Page, we have learnt how to defend ourselves and work with one another.

Not only has this been a new experience for me, the
sessions have positively improved the way in which
I communicate with my peers and it has increased
my confidence.
Being trained by a World Champion has given me
the courage to finally take up boxing as a hobby.
Thanks, Michael Page!

Written by: Djorn Anderson - Sport Group

First Story

Creative Writing
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“First Story gives me
the chance to be all
my creative selves at
once...”
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Anthony Cartwright (pictured above) was born in Dudley in
1973. He is a British novelist who has written renowned texts
such as Afterglow which won the Betty Trask Award in 2004.
His latest book, How I Killed Margaret Thatcher, was published
in 2012 which was praised by many critics. He is currently our
writer in residence at Abbey Manor College and every Tuesday afternoon he comes in and teaches a group of students
how to become stronger writers. We write poetry and short
stories that will later be put into a published anthology of
work. Working with Anthony and First Story has been great for
Abbey Manor as not only does it help students become more
creative it also helps us think outside of the box for our GCSEs.
Kylon Wright - Business Studies Group
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Perspectives

It is true that social media is not great for our mental health. A recent study
has made the link between social media use in childhood and poorer psychological well-being in adolescence. This evidence is stronger for girls than
boys.
According to an Essex University Study, the results clearly demonstrated that
girls use social media more than boys and their mental health seemed to suffer for it. At age 10, 10% of girls were on social media for an hour a day, VS 7%
of boys. But at the age of 15, the disparity grew; 43% of girls were using social
media at least an hour per day VS 31% of boys. At age 10, girls reported lower
levels of happiness, and they reported more social and emotional difficulties
as they aged compared to boys. Girls are more likely to make comparisons
between themselves and other girls. It is this comparison making that seems
to be a root cause of social media’s negative effects according to the Essex
University Study.

Is social media
more harmful to
girls than boys?
Written by: Tiffiny Hampson
Health & Social Care Group

From my perspective, social media use can be a positive one – it is just the
excessive hours per day use that seem to be the problem. Of
course as young people, we need access to the internet for
homework, for watching TV/YouTube and to keep in touch with
friends. But we don’t need to spend two, three or four hours
chatting, sharing and comparing ourselves on social media
every single day.
I believe that our parents should try and engage us in actual
activities that will foster real life social connections. However, I
understand the busy nature of our parent’s jobs to support our
households, so I suggest that as young adults we take some
responsibility for the time we spend on social media so that our
mental health stands a chance.

82% of Abbey Manor Students
Voted Yes
18% of Abbey Manor Students
Voted No
What do you think?

He then travelled around Europe, teaching himself to draw and paint thank
to the financial support from Theo, his brother. In 1886, Van Gogh joined Theo
in Paris where he met many famous artists including Degas, Toulouse-Lautrec, Pissarro and Gauguin, with whom he became friends. In 1888, Van
Gogh settled to Provence in southern France. Over time he developed
mental health problems and on 27 July 1890, due to depression, Van Gogh
shot himself. He died two days later.
Initially, van Gogh worked only with toned-down colours, until he encountered Impressionism and Neo-Impressionism in Paris. This is when he employed their brighter colours and style of painting into a uniquely identifiable
style, which was fully developed during the time he spent at Arles, France.
He produced more than 2,000 works, including around 900 paintings and
1,100 drawings and sketches, during the last ten years of his life. Most of his
best-known works were created in the final two years of his life.
I really like Van Gogh’s work because he uses colour in a very emotional
way. His images are full of energy and feelings. It’s really astonishing the
fact that during his life Van Gogh only sold one picture to his brother Theo
who was an art dealer. It was only after his death that his work started to
be appreciated by the art world and the public. This is thanks to his wife Jo
who sold some of his work, loaned some to galleries and published his letters to his brothers, which gave outsiders an insight into his life. He would be
happy to know that now his entire surviving body of work could be worth
something around $10 billion as he is one of the most appreciated artists in
the History of Art.
Written by: Shannon David - Art Group

Vincent Van Gogh
1853-1890

Vincent Van Gogh was born on 30 March 1853 in Zundert in the southern
Netherlands, the son of a pastor. He was a preacher before he became an
artist in 1880, at the age of 27. At this point he painted mainly farmers and
with dark colours.

Research

Shelter of Security
The world has become a very difficult place, with the number of displaced people
currently standing over 50 million, according to report from the UN Refugee Agency.
As conflict around the world drags on, the need for temporary shelter has increased.
Designers have come up with many different designs to solve the problem of lack of
shelter. But few have past the prototype stages because of different issues such as
cost and political barriers. However, these issues haven’t stopped companies like Ikea
trying to solve them.

Ikea’s Temporary Shelter

Ikea is a multinational group of companies that designs and sells ready-to-assemble
furniture, appliances and home accessories. Ikea have designed a shelter that sleeps
5 and comes in a flat pack with a solar panels - the roof reflects sunlight while trapping
heat over night. The shelters are made from lightweight, style plastic mounted on a
super steel skeleton. 56 prototypes were used in refugee camps in Iraq and Ethiopia,
the biggest problem is the cost which at the moment stands at $10,000 a shelter. In
addition, Exo emergency housing shelters have inspired a Styrofoam cup design. The
shelter can be stacked on top of each other to allow for transportation in large numbers. The Exo unit can last up to 10 years and costs half the amount of the aforementioned Ikea one.
There are many other different designs that are in the prototype stages which will
help to provide shelter for many displaced people around the world. We need to encourage and help fund these projects in the future. When people are made refugees
because of war or natural disasters all they want is some sense of security, peace and
harmony - we have to do more to help!

Written by: Joshua Walker, Sharmarke, Dylan Saunderson,
Franky Jones & Kai Bossman
- Construction Group
Research

Conscientious Catering

This term the Catering department has been researching
and experimenting different types of dishes with nutrition and
healthy eating as the main focus and also related to their
BTEC Unit 6 coursework. Using vegetables in desserts and
salads to make healthier dishes but, still giving the impression that you are treating yourself with something different.

Nicoise Salad
Ingredients
450g tuna
4 plum tomatoes, roughly chopped
115g extra fine French beans
1 lettuce
1 red onion, finely sliced
4 eggs, cooked & halved
6 anchovy fillets cut lengthways
16 pitted black olives in brine
8 basil leaves, ripped

The experiments have been a hit and a miss, but one recipe has
stood out above the rest, through a group discussion with students. The overall winner was a Nicoise salad, which contains
protein, dairy, fresh salad and vegetables. This dish can feed For the dressing or marinade
a variety of different diets from older people who enjoy choos- 105ml/7tbsp extra virgin olive oil
ing the healthier option to younger people who are advised
3 tbsp. aged red wine vinegar
by the government to follow their 5 a day recommendation
2 tbsp. freshly chopped parsley
The catering department now feel that some of the students 2 tbsp. freshly snipped chives
recipes could soon have an appearance on the school menu. 2 garlic cloves, peeled and finely chopped
Kevin Christman, Catering Course Leader

Method
1) To make the dressing or marinade whisk together
the red wine vinegar, olive oil, parsley, chives, garlic,
salt and pepper. 2) Place the tuna in a shallow dish
and pour over half of the dressing. Cover and chill for
1-2 hours to allow the fish to marinate. Toss in the marinade from time to time. 3) Lay the lettuce leaves onto
a large plate and add the onion, tomatoes, potato,
tuna, beans and anchovies. Drizzle over the remaining dressing then finish by adding the eggs, olives and
ripped basil leaves.
Prepared by Keanu Davis, Year 11 - Catering Group

Christmas Dinner 2018

“Christm
as dinne
r was
a chan
ce for u
s to all
sit dow
n and e
at like
a family
would.”
- Joshu
a Walke
r, Yr 11

At Christmas time, the senior leadership
team at Abbey Manor College express
their appreciation to the students and
staff by serving them their Christmas dinner. It was really nice getting everyone
together and we should do it more often.
Shacquile Gibson
Business Group

We all have an origin and a destination. I started my journey, or should say life, in the lovely village of Fillingham in the West Lindsey District of Lincolnshire, England. I was raised by my parents
William and Alfred among hundreds of other saplings on the farm in Fillingham. William and Alfred looked after us, they sprayed us with pesticides and herbicides to make sure we were disease free and healthy. Life on the farm was a very isolating existence and I hardly spoke to my
other saplings.
We occasionally had visitors inspect us in the heat of the hot September sunshine and as the
days passed and the nights got longer it signalled the end of our growing season for the year.
For me and my other Saplings, Autumn was usually the time of great expectation as William and
Alfred started to make the final preparations from their summer visitors demands.
As November came, William and Alfred started chopping my other saplings down - I couldn’t
help but wonder what plans they had for me...
I was in agony, bleeding from my stump. I was loaded onto a truck among many others and was
transported down to the great city of London. In a large warehouse just outside London, we were
unloaded and, sprayed with flame retardant to stop us from growing. I then found myself in a
London street market, on display, ready to be sold, which meant I would be living in a home, with
a family. If that is not hope, I don’t know what is. I hope I’ll stay with a nice family, because you
see, hope is a good thing. London markets are great, as crowds of families walk about chatting
in the most diverse languages imaginable but all looking for one thing in common - a Christmas
tree. A lovely family approached the store, inspected the lot of us and finally settled for me and
they took me home with them.

Creative Writing

Tending to me with care, they fed me with fresh water as I looked weak from my long. Their home
was warm and their heating was on full blast all day. They adorned me with precious decorations, and treated me with respect. They took pictures, talked about me on the phone to friends
and love ones and visitors stood in front of me and chatted about how great I looked. They even
sang to me!
Weeks passed, and I was getting used to this new found happiness. I said to myself “I have finally
found a home here” after all my years of loneliness and confusion on the tree farm in Fillingham .
For no apparent reason one morning, that lovely family started removing all the decorations they
had placed on me and started placing them in large boxes labelled “storage”. I watched myself
being dragged across the room, through the front door, and out to the curb at the edge of the
pavement. Piled among the bins I asked a similarly situated tree: What will become of us?...

What becomes of
Christmas trees
after Christmas?
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Written by: Lauryn Sy and Tanisha
Barrett-Thomas - Science Group
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